
 
Unit 1 – Handout 7 – Intro to Transformations (and Desmos) Algebra II 

Go to www.desmos.com 

You should see a button toward the top that says “launch calculator.” 

And you should see something that looks like this. (If you don’t, now’s a good time to give me a shout.) 

 

 

 

Now, in line #1 over on the left, put “f(x) = x”. Press enter. In lines 2-6, put… 

f(x) = x + 1 

f(x) = x + 2 

f(x) = x + 3 

f(x) = x + 4 

f(x) = x + 5 

 

Make a conjecture about what happens to the graph as you add bigger and bigger numbers to x in the 

function. 

 

http://www.desmos.com/
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Now, open a new tab in your web browser and go back to Desmos and plot f(x) = x2.  

Now, let’s test your conjecture.  

 

First, on the sketch below, sketch f(x) = x2. Then using a dashed line, sketch a prediction what the graph 

of f(x) = x2 + 5 will look like.  

(Remember to think about what you saw as we gradually changed f(x) = x into f(x) = x + 5.) 

 

 

 

 

Got your prediction sketch? Snap a shot of the prediction and tweet it @PennGeometry, with hashtag 

#Alg2chat (If at least 40 photos get tweeted, prize for all who tweeted). 

 

Now, plug in and graph f(x) = x2 + 5 and see how correct you are. 
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Now, hit enter to get a new line and type “a” and wait for a second. You should see a little  button show 

up that says, “add slider [a]” 

See what I mean? 

 

Click that button and see what happens.  

Now you have a button you can click and drag to the left and right to change the value of “a”.  

Let’s make matters more interesting. Go ahead put “f(x) = x2 + a” in line 5.  

See what I mean? 

 

Now slide the button left and right and see what happens. 
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So, that moves the function graph up and down.  Recall from geometry that we call movements like 

these TRANSLATIONS. And since these are only concerned with movements upward or downward, these 

are called VERTICAL TRANSLATIONS. 

These aren’t the only types of translations we can do. In fact, let’s review all of our different 

transformations from geometry. 

TRANSLATIONS slide shapes around without stretching, squishing, turning or flipping them. 

ROTATIONS __________________________________________________________________________. 

REFLECTIONS _________________________________________________________________________. 

(What? I left those blank? Well, you better fill them in with some decent working definitions.) 

 

Now, get yourself a piece of graphin’ paper, and fold it so that you have 8 planes to work with 

(remember? 4 front - 4 back?) 

Number them 1-4 on the front and 5-8 on the back.  

Plot the PREIMAGE segments on the left.  

For 1-4, complete the given transformation and then write in the coordinates of the IMAGE segment.  

For 5-8, plot both the PREIMAGE segment and the IMAGE segment. Name the transformation that 

created the IMAGE from the PREIMAGE 

PREIMAGE Segments   Transformation    IMAGE Segment 

#1 AB with A(-2, -2) B(4, 0) Vertical translation of 5 units A’(     ,     )     B’(     ,     ) 

#2 CD with C(0, -2) D(4, 0) Reflection over y-axis C’(     ,     )     D’(     ,     ) 

#3 EF with E(-2, -2) F(4, -4) Clockwise rotation of 90° about origin E’(     ,     )     F’(     ,     ) 

#4 GH with G(2, -2) H(4, 2) Reflection over x-axis G’(     ,     )     H’(     ,     ) 

#5 JK with J(-2, 0) K(2, 0)  J’( 0 , -2 )      K’( 0 , 2) 

#6 LM with L(-2, -2) M(4, 4)  L’( 2 , -2 )     M’( -4 , 4 ) 

#7 NP with N(3, -2) P(4, 3)  N’( 8 , -2 )     P’( 9 , 3 ) 

#8 RS with R(-1, -2) S(4, 1)  R’( -1 ,2 )     S’( 4 , -1 ) 
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